
Writing
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Are you an aspiring writer?

Do you have a passion for writing?

Do you love writing?

Do you have stories inside you that you need to share with

the world?



Then welcome to the world of writing.



You are no longer an aspiring writer.

YOU ARE A WRITER.

Already.



What does it take to be a writer?

There’s no qualification.

No degree. No certificate that’ll decide whether or not you

are a writer.

Then how will you know when you are a writer?

Simple.



You are a writer when you write.

To be a writer all it takes is to write.

It is that simple!

Don’t think about writing.

Don’t talk about writing.

Don’t ever pretend to be writing. Never.



Write.

Day and night.

On a paper or laptop, on a tablet or a desktop.

Just write. And keep writing.

No matter if anyone reads it.

No matter if you think it’s bullshit.

No matter what anyone thinks.

You are a writer, so you have to write.



When you get up in the morning everyday, say to yourself -

I AM A WRITER.

I WRITE BECAUSE I LOVE TO WRITE.

Own it. Respect it. Feel it.



Writing is an art, it needs practice.

Writing is a skill, it needs honing.

Writing is a passion, it needs discipline.



Learn the rules.

Follow them. Bend them. Break them.



Writing is not a destination. It is a journey.

So live it and relish it.

Writing is like breathing, eating, drinking…. living.

Words are in your blood. They're always present inside you -

your heart, your mind, you soul.

Writing is like your oxygen if you won’t write you won’t

survive.



So write and let the world go to hell.

Just sit down and write.

You are a writer and there’s only one thing you know, one

thing you want and only one thing there is (and ever will be)  -

WRITING.



Feel free to share this writing manifesto with your friends

and family (but please don't change it as it is my intellectual

property.)

Or simply take a printout and put it on your wall. Or gift it to

a writer friend. (I have this up on my study wall.)

I'm sure it will serve as a great motivation for anyone who

writes or wants to write. 
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Thank you!


